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Linear Programming and Operator Means 

T. D. MORLEY 

School of Muthemutics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332 

The shorted operator, the geometric mean, and the cascade limit are all examples 
of operations that are of the form sup{ Xl C + K 8 X 2 0}, where K @ X denotes 
the Kronecker product of the matrix K with the matrix A’, K is a given n by n 
self-adjoint matrix, and C is a given positive semidefinite matrix. The supremnm is 
taken with respect to the partial order generated by the positive semidefinite 
matrices. In all of the above examples the matrix K has exactly one negative 
eigenvalue. We show by linear programming techniques that if K has this property, 
and X,,,,, = sup{ Xl C + K 0 X 2 0}, then ( Xmaxc, c) = inf tr( AY), subject to: 
-L&,k,,x, > cc*, Y = Y. 
of two positive 

{ ,, )y:, = 1 2 0 In the case of the geometric mean A#B 
semidefinite matrices, this implies the new result that (A#&, c) = 

inf{tr( AY,, + BY,,1 Y,, + Yz, t cc*, Y 2 0). Q 1989 Academic Press, IK. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Operator means and their related operations have proved useful in a wide 
variety of contexts: network theory [l, 4, 11, 12, 171, control theory [6, 16, 
22, 28, 291, statistics [2, 16, 251, Hilbert space operators [ll, 241, and many 
other areas. See Trapp [27] for a recent survey. 

We now briefly set our notation and give some background. Let H be a 
complex finite dimensional inner product space with inner product ( , ). 
Let SA(H) denote the real inner product space of self-adjoint linear 
operators on H, with inner product (A, B) = trace(AB*). An operator 
A E SA(H) is termed positive if (Ax, x) 2 0 for all x E H. We write A 2 0 
to mean that A is positive. The cone of positive operators is denoted 
Pas(H). This cone generates a partial order: we write A 2 B to mean that 
A - B E Pas(H). We denote by H” the inner product space of all n-tuples 
of H written columnwise: 

Xl 

x2 
x= . ( 

[:I xn 
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with inner product (x, y) = Ci,i(xk, yk). An operator C on H” can be 
represented as an n by n block matrix, 

where each Cij is an operator on H. If K is an n by n matrix, and X is an 
operator on H then we denote by K 8 X, the Kronecker product of K and 
X. This operator is an operator on H” defined by: 

For more information on the Kronecker product, see [13]. In particular 
we use the fact that the eigenvalues of K @ X are products of eigenvalues 
of K and eigenvalues of X. 

If S is a subspace of H and A is a positive operator on H, then Krein 
[26], Anderson [l], and Anderson and Trapp [ll] have defined the shorted 
operator, denoted S(A) as: 

s(A) = SUP{X[O I XI &range(X) C S}. 

Here, the supremum (which is actually a maximum) is taken with respect to 
the partial order generated by Pas(H). 

Similarly we may define: 
1. A : B the parallel sum of two positive operator A (see Anderson 

and Trapp [8]): 

2. A#B, the geometric mean of A and B, see Ando [lo], see also [3,4, 
17, 20, 21, 261: 
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3. The cascade limit of a positive operator A on H2 (see Ando [ll], see 
also [6, 71: 

sup X(X>_ 0, 
i [ 

All - x A21 
A 

f422+x 1 i 20. 
12 

4. The short to H $ 0 of a positive operator A on H $ H (see Krein 
[24] and Anderson and Trapp [8]): 

sup x1x20, 
i [ 

All - x A21 
A 20. 

12 A 22 1 i 
The existence of the suprema in the above examples follows from the 

following theorem. 

THEOREM 1.1 (Anderson, Morley, and Trapp [7]). Let C be an operator 
on H” and let K be a self-adjoint n by n matrix. Let us set: 

M(C;K)={XIX20,C+(K@X)20}. 

Then M( C; K ) has a maximum element for all positive C E SA(H”) if and 
only if K has exactly one negative eigenvalue. 

The above examples fit into the context of this theorem: 

1. Parallelsum: C= [; ,:.I, K=diag(-LO). 

2. Geometric mean: C = diag(A, B), K = [y i]. 

3. Cascade limit: K = diag( - l,l). 
4. Short of H $ H to H $ 0: K = diag( - 1,O). 

Some of the above operations were not originally defined in terms of 
suprema. For instance if A and B are invertible, then the parallel sum may 
be defined as 

A: B = (A-’ + B-l)-‘. 

Then for general A and B we have A : B = limel,(A + EZ) : (B + &I). 
For the geometric mean we have (for invertible A): 

A#B = A1/2( A -‘/2BA -1/2)“2A’/2, 

and in general A#B = lim,&,(A + &Z)#(B + &I). The shorted operator 
can be written similarly as S(A) = limel,A,, - A,,(A,, + &I)-‘A,,. So far 
as this author is aware, there is no “algebraic” formula for the cascade limit 
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except in the case where A,, is self-adjoint. All of the above formulas can 
be found in the references cited above or the survey [27]. 

2. LINEAR PROGRAMMING OVER CONES 

In this section we review the results on infinite linear programming that 
we need. The basic reference for infinite linear programming is Duffin [19]. 
Duffin treats the case of linear programming in general topological vector 
spaces. We shall only quote his results in the context of Hilbert spaces. 

Note that although the operators we considered in Section 1 are opera- 
tors on a complex space, the set of all self-adjoint operators on a complex 
space is itself a real vector space. To avoid confusion, we use the letters H, 
K, etc. for complex spaces, and the letters X, Y, etc. for real spaces. In 
particular, we are careful to distinguish AT, the transpose of an operator on 
a real space, from A*, the adjoint of an operator on a complex space. 

Let X and Y be two (real) Hilbert spaces. A convex cone C of X is a 
subset of X such that 

xEC,yEC,XkOimpliesX(x+y)EC. 

If C is a convex cone (henceforth called a cone) then the dual cone C* is 
defined by: 

C*= {yEY](y,c)20,forallcEC}. 

Let A: X --) Y be a bounded linear operator. Let c E X and b E Y be 
given. We denote by AT the transpose operator (A’z, y) = (z, Ay). Let C 
be a cone on X and D a cone on Y. Consider the primal linear program: 

SUP(C,X) 
Subject to : 

-Ax+bED 
x E c. 

We define the dual program as: 

inf(b, Y) 
Subject to: 

ATy - c E C* 
y E D*. 

Let x satisfy the constraints of the primal, and let y satisfy the con- 
straints of the dual, then an elementary calculation shows that 

(c, x) I (ATy, x) = (Y, Ax) I (v, b). 
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The first inequality follows from the fact that ATy - c E C* and x E C. 
We thus have (ATy - c, x) 2 0, or in other words, (ATy, x) 2 (c, x). The 
second inequality follows similarly from -Ax + b E D and y E D*. 

Thus, by maximizing (c, x) and minimizing (b, y), it follows that the 
value of the primal program is less than or equal to the value of the dual 
program. It may happen (if C and D are not polyhedral or if X or Y is 
infinite dimensional) the value of the primal is not equal to the value of the 
dual. Such an occurrence is called a duality gap, see [19]. 

The following theorem from [18] is one of many theorems that guarantee 
the absence of a duality gap. 

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that there is a vector y’ E Y such that 

ATy’ - c E intJC*) 
y’ E int(D ) 

then there is no duality gap, i.e., 

SUP(V) 
Subject to : 

-Ax+bED 
XEC 

is equal to 

inf(b, Y> 
Subject to: 

ATy-ce* 
LED*. 

In Duffin [18], such a y’ is called a superconsistant vector for the dual 
program. In more modem language, we would say that y’ is a Slater point. 

In the case that we are interested in the Hilbert space X is the real inner 
product space SA(H), of all self-adjoint operators on a finite dimensional 
complex inner product space H. The cones C and D are cones of positive 
operators. A more modem treatment of linear programming in these spaces 
and cones can be found in [14 or 151. A recent survey of the geometry of the 
cone Pas(H), the cone of posistive operators can be found in [23]. In 
particular, we have by the spectral theorem: 

PROPOSITION 2.2 (see, e.g., [23]). Let Pas(H) be the cone of positive 
operators over a finite dimensional complex inner product space H. If we 
consider Pas(H) as a cone in the real inner product space of all self adjoint 
operators on H, then Pas(H) is self-dual, i.e., Pas(H)* = Pas(H). Moreover, 
the interior of Pas(H) is the cone of positive definite operators. 
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3. LINEAR PROGRAMMING DUALS TO OPERATOR MEANS 

As before, let H be a finite dimensional complex inner product space, and 
let SA(H) be the real inner product space of self adjoint operators on H. 
Recall that the inner product on SA(H) is (A, B) = tr(AB*). If a and b 
are vectors in H, we denote by ab* the operator (ub*)x = (x, b)a. 

Note that if A and B are self-adjoint, then the quantity tr(AB*) = tr(AB) 
is real. Also if A and B are positive, we have tr(AB) = tr(A’/2BA’/2) 2 0. 
We state for completeness the following: 

PROPOSITION 3.1. For self-adjoint matrices A and B we have (A, B) = 
tr(AB*) = 

i$l ,gl ‘0%. 
Proof: tr( AB*) = tr( AB) = Zy-i( AB),, = Ct j,laiibji and the result is 

proved since bji = 6.. 

To construct the duals of the programs that we consider, we need to 
compute the transpose of the operator on taking the Kronecker product 
with a fixed matrix. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let K be a self-adjoint n by n matrix; then the linear 
map 

L(X) = -(K@ X) 

which maps SA(H) to SA(H”) has the transpose 

LT(Y) = - k kijYij. 
i, j=l 

Proof. We first show the operator CE j-lkiiqi is self-adjoint: 

( 2 kijqji’ = i q( yij)* = k kjiqi = 
i, j=l \i,j=l / i, j=l 

Now all we need show is that 

tr((K 8 X)Y*) = tr X 
i 

I. 

I? (kijY,)* 
i, j=l 

i kijqj. 
j=l 
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The left-hand side is C:, ,=r tr( kliXYj) and, using linearity, we get 

503 

tr(( K 60 X)Y*) = 
i, /=1 

and the result is proved. 

We now interpret the program, 

Program P: Find MP = sup{ X, cc*) 
Subject to : 

C+(K@X)20 
x2 0. 

The variables here are X which is restricted to be in SA(H). Here C is a 
given positive operator in H”, and K is a given n by n self adjoint matrix. 
If we set L( X) = - (K @ X), then as a linear program, the above becomes 

Program P: Find MP = sup( X, cc*) = tr( Xcc*) 
Subject to: 

-L(X) + C E Pos(H”) 
X E Pos( H) . 

We can now apply Theorem 1.1 to program P. We then obtain 

THEOREM 3.3. Let K be a self-adjoint n by n matrix with exactly one 
negative eigenvalue. Let C be a positive operator on H”. Then the operator 

X max =sup{X~OlC+K@X~0} 

satisfies (X,, , c c) = MP, where MP is the value of the linear program 
above. 

ProoJ A simple calculation shows that tr( X(cc*)) = (Xc, c) for all X 
and c. Moreover, the map w, defined by o,(X) = (Xc, c) is monotone. 
This means that w,.(X) I o,( X’) whenever X 5 X’. The result now follows 
from the fact that X,,, is larger than any X satisfying the constraints of 
program P. 

The dual linear program to P is 

Program D: Find MD = inf(D, Y) = tr( YD*) 

Subject to : 

- k kijY,, - cc* E Pas(H) 

I*‘=’ Y E Pos(H”). 
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This follows from applying the dual program construction of Section 2 to 
the program P, and the calculation of the transpose of L(X) in Proposition 
3.2. The calculation that the value of the primal is less than the value of the 
dual becomes 

tr(X(cc*)) I j-f - j&kijy.‘ij = tr((KC9 X)Y) < tr(DY). 

To show that MP = MD we need only verify that the dual program is 
superconsistant. The result will then follow by Theorem 2.1. Since K is 
self-adjoint and has exactly one negative eigenvalue, we may find an n by n 
matrix N such that N*KN = diag(k,, . . . k,), where k, = - 1 and all the 
other ki’s are + 1 or 0. Now set 

Y = (N* 8 z)z(N 8 I), 

- 
where p = {nii}. Then, with Y; = E’s,r=lnsiZsrn$, so that 

- ikijqj = - ikij C nsiZsrnz 
‘. ./ s, r=l 

= - gZSrxnSikijn$ 
s, r i,i 

(Here S,, is the Kronecker delta, S,, = 1 if r = s, and 0 otherwise.) Now let 
us set Z,, = EZ and Zij = PZ for E and p positive. If E and 6 are strictly 
positive, then the matrix Z will be positive definite, and since N is 
nonsingular, this will imply that Y will be positive definite. By choosing p 
small relative to E, we may guarantee that (writing Y” for -ET j,lkijx.$ - 
cc*) that Y” E interior(Pos(H”)). It follows that the dual program D is 
superconsistant. We thus have by Theorem 2.1: 

THEOREM 3.4. Let MP and MD be the values of the above programs, 
then MP = MD. 
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Proof. See above. 

We now specialize the above theorem to the special cases of X,, which 
were given in Section 1: 

1. The parallel sum: In this case Theorem 3.4 implies that A : B, the 
parallel sum of A and B satisfies: 

2. The geometric mean A#B of two positive operators A and B: 

( A#Bc, c) = inf{ tr( AY,, + BY,,)1 Y,, + Y,, 2 cc*, Y 2 0} . 

3. The cascade limit A, of an operator A on H2: 

(A,c,c) = inf(tr(AY)lY,, - Y,, 2 cc*}. 

4. The short of H $ H to H $ 0: 

(S(A)c, c) = inf(tr(AY)l Y,, 2 cc*}. 

Some of the above dual programs are (more or less) in the literature. It 
can be shown that the dual program of example 1 is equivalent to the 
statements (from [S]) that 

(A: Bc,c) =inf{(dx,x) + (By,y)lx+y=c}, 

and that the program of example four is equivalent to 

(S(A)c, c) = inf{(dx, x)lP,x = c}. 

Here PI is the orthogonal projection of H @ H onto H CD 0, i.e., PI x1 1 1 x2 = x1. 
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